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Our
Values
Customer, consumer
& community focus
Teamwork
Integrity
Making things happen
02

Sharing of Joy
Excellence

Our
Mission
Unilever’s mission is to add Vitality to life. We meet everyday needs
for nutrition, hygiene and personal care with brands that help people
feel good, look good and get more out of life

Our deep roots in local cultures and markets around the world give us
our strong relationship with consumers and are the foundation for o ur
future growth. We will bring our wealth of knowledge and
international expertise to the service of local consumers - a truly
multi-local multinational.

Our long-term success requires a total commitment to exceptional
standards of performance and productivity, to working to gether
effectively, and to a willingness to embrace new ideas and learn
continuously.
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T o succeed also requires, we believe, the highest standards of
corporate behaviour towards everyone we work with, the communities
we touch, and the environment on which we have an impact.

T his is our road to sustainable, profitable growth, creating long-term
value for our shareholders, our people, and our business partners.

Growing
Superior Brands
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Unilever’s Vitality Mission

The Role of Our Business

Unilever’s mission is to add vitality to life. We meet

T oday, people are much more aware of the role that a busin ess

everyday needs for nutrition, hygiene and personal care

and its brands can have as a force for positive social change.

with brands that help people feel good, look good and get

We believe that people value a business that reflects and

more out of life.

supports communities and families, that safeguards the
environment and encourages the education of children, the

At Unilever Indonesia we take this mission seriously. We
know that much of our success is due to two factors, our

elimination of poverty, the value of women and overall respect
for human rights.

people and our brands. It is the way in which we bring our
At Unilever Indonesia we do this through two routes. T he first
brands to life that ensures we are relevant in serving our
is our Unilever Peduli Foundation which has a strong and
consumers, our customers and the community.

active commitment to four main programmes - Small to
Medium-sized Enterprise (SME) Development; Environment
Programmes; Humanitarian Aid and Public Health Education.
T he second route is the development of a social mission for
each of our major brands.
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Building Brands with a Social Mission

Board of Directors
From left to right :

We believe that our brands are much more than just their
physical attributes. We want our brands to really stand for
something in the eyes of our consumers and our customers; t o
have social relevance and to meet their desires and needs. We
therefore spend time crafting the social missions of our brands,
because when we develop a strong social agenda we clearly
differentiate our brands from our competitors. T his in turn
leads to greater growth opportunities for the brands.

Laercio de Holanda Cardoso Jr ( Director )
Graeme David Pitkethly ( Director- designate )
Joseph Bataona ( Director )
Debora Herawati Sadrach ( Director )
Andreas Moritz Egon Rompis ( Director )
Maurits Daniel Rudolf Lalisang ( President Director )
Mohammad Effendi Soeparsono ( Director )
Bernadette Mary Wake ( Director )
Surya Dharma Mandala ( Director )

Moreover when we bring our brand missions to life we are

our people. Unilever Indonesia is part of the Indonesian

able to attract the most capable people and can build self-

community and we will continue to look for ways to serve that

driven teams who are motivated to make a difference
promoting the well-being of Indonesians and reaching out to

community by bringing our brand social missions to life,

the community.

Indonesia who honour us by choosing our brands.

T o keep at the forefront of so many Indonesian consumer
goods markets we must continually build our brands and

contributing to the growth and prosperity of the people of

Report of the
Board of Commissioners
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Board of Commissioners
From left to right :
Bambang Subianto ( Independent Commissioner )
Theodore Permadi Rachmat ( Independent Commissioner )
Louis Willem Gunning ( President Commissioner )
Kuntoro Mangkusubroto ( Independent Commissioner )
Cyrillus Harinowo ( Independent Commissioner )

T he Board of Commissioners monitored the progress of the Company during 2006 through regular meetings with the Director s. W e
met formally in each quarter to review the performance of the business and discuss economic, environmental, social and other events
of relevance to the Company and its markets.
We are pleased with the strong performance of the business in an increasingly competitive environment where consumers’ fo cus o n
quality brands offering good value is sharper than ever. T he business has delivered another year of double -digit top and bott o m lin e
growth with market share gains in almost all categories. T he Company’s commitment to customer, consumer and communit y f o cus
remains a passion amongst its people and we extend our appreciation to the Board of Directors and the management tea m for another
excellent year.
We have also received regular updates from the Chairman of the Audit Committee, Mr. Cyrillus Harinowo, who presided over
regular meetings of the Committee. We note that key focus areas for the Audit Committee in 2006 were the quality of earnings,
internal audit reviews, external audit work plans and compliance with regulations regarding corporate governance and internal
controls such as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. We are pleased to report that all issues raised have been addressed and resolved
satisfactorily.
We have examined the report of the Board of Directors, along with the corresponding consolidated financial statements for the y ear

st

ended 31 December 2006, audited by KAP Haryanto Sahari & Rekan (a member firm of Pricewaterh ouseCoopers) and fully
endorse the Board of Directors’ proposal on the distribution of profit.
We would like to congratulate the Chairman of the Board of Directors, Mr. Maurits Lalisang, his Board colleagues, management an d
staff for their commitment to sustainable and profitable growth. Despite intensifying competition and a sometimes volatile
economic environment we are confident of their continued efforts to growing the Company’s brands and serve the needs of
which we live and work.

For and on behalf of the Board of Commissioners

Jakarta, March 23

rd

2007

Louis Willem Gunning
President Commissioner

07 the community in

Report of the
Board of Directors
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2006 saw the economy bounce back from the effects o f t he f uel
price increase of October 2005 and was a year of relative
economic stability. Year on year inflation returned to single digit
to end the year at 6.6%. Interest rates also entered sin gle digit ,
with frequent cuts in the SBI rate taking the ben chmark r ate t o
9.75% at the year end. The Rupiah ended the year on a h igh , up
some 9% against the US Dollar to close the y ear at Rp . 8 ,9 90.
Economic growth showed some weakness early in 2 00 6, as t he
effects of the 2005 fuel price increase continued t o be f elt , but
regained momentum in the second half of the year with 5.9% an d
6.1% growth in Q3 and Q4 respectively, driven mainly from
increased exports and consumer consumption. While co ntinued
low inflation and interest rates should support consumer and
investment spending through 2007 and provide a solid basis f o r
sustained economic growth.
Against this background we are pleased to report that the
company has had an excellent year, with top line sales growt h o f
over 13% and net profit growth of over 19%. As the competitiv e
environment for consumer products continues to

intensify, we carefully monitor demand and the relative m ark et
share of our products. In 2006 we successfully gained market
share in almost all of our key categories. We believe th at this
reflects not just the underlying strength of our business but also
the social mission of our brands and the special p lace t hat t hey
hold in the day-to-day lives of Indonesians. T he th eme o f th is
year’s Annual Report is “Growing Superior Brands” an d in t he
next few pages we share with you what we mean by this statement
as we try to meet the everyday needs for Indonesians’ n utritio n,
hygiene and personal care with brands that help people feel good,
look good and get more out of life.
T wo categories should be highlighted for their strong contribution
to the growth of the business in 2006. Fabric Cleaning ( Rinso and
Surf) and Face Care (Pond’s, Citra and Dove) together deliv er ed
over one-third of the total growth of the company this y ear wit h
good innovations delivered to the marketplace with the right
marketing mix and great activation. Our “EDGE” p ro gr am me which stands for Every Day Great Execution - typifies our
approach to the marketplace and the passion we

share for delivering relevant products at the r igh t p r ice to o ur
customers and consumers. Our Foods and Ice Cream brands also
contributed significantly to our growth this year and t h e br an ds
Bango and Taro moved into our list of top-ten growth generato rs
for the first time.

We are proud to report that the company’s ach iev em en ts wer e
again recognised externally in 2006, with the receipt of 61 awards
during the year including that of Most Admired Knowledge
Enterprise from T ELEOS and Indonesia’s No.1 Leading
Company from the Wall Street Journal Asia.

T he strong growth in bottom line net profit for the year was
delivered against a background of cost increases for many of o ur
raw materials due to higher global commodity pr ices. T h is p ut
pressure on our gross margin that we were able to manage
through offsetting cost effectiveness projects in our supply ch ain
and with the benefit of a strengthening Rupiah on the cost of
dollar-priced commodities. Overall our gross margin in c reased
slightly due to the mix of products sold.

2006 was another year of sound corporate governance. We attach
great importance to this and value our reputation for doing
business with integrity and respect for the interests touched by our
activities. Our Audit Committee has had a very busy year as f o r
the first time we were required to meet the challenge of US
Sarbanes-Oxley Act reporting for the Unilever Group
internationally. This principally involved a det ailed p r ocess to
assess, document and test the operation of our key contr ols o ver
financial reporting. Our Code of Business Principles, which
describes for all employees and business partners t he t er ms o n
which we operate and the importance we attach to the honesty and
integrity of our dealings, was cascaded to all employees and takes
prominent place in all of our operations. A copy of the Code is set
out later in this report. In 2006 we also f o cused o ur ef f or ts to
make Unilever Indonesia a safe environment for our employ ees,
and in 2007 will continue to implement strong health an d saf ety
standards at our sites, with a particular focus on road safety.

T rade Marketing Investment is the term we use for t he money we
spend with our customers and distributors to ensure that our
products reach shoppers in the most effective way. T his
investment continued to increase in 2006. We recognise that in a
rapidly changing marketplace our products must be available
whenever and wherever they are demanded by consumer s. T his
requires good planning and close collaboration with our suppliers,
customers and distributors to get our products from the factory t o
the shopping outlets on time and in the right condition.

Our advertising and promotional expenditures increased again this
year in absolute terms but declined as a percentage of sales as we
sharpened the focus of our investment during the year. Operating
margin remained strong at over 21%.
Our net cash flow from operating activities was Rp 2 . 2 t rillion
this year, up from Rp 1.7 trillion. We invested Rp 3 5 0 billio n
mainly in expanding our factory operations during t he y ear and
expect to make an even higher level of in v estm en t in 20 07 t o
support the growth of the business, particularly in our Sk in , So y
Sauce and Ice Cream facilities. Furthermore we are committed t o
making every effort to secure further investment in our production
facilities for export purposes and winning productio n co ntr acts
from other Unilever companies overseas. An increase in the
competitiveness of the investment climate in Indonesia relative to
other Asian countries is needed to deliver on this ambition. With
this in mind we hope that proposed changes in the investment and
tax regulations can be progressed swiftly during 2007.

Dividend payments remained high with a total of Rp1. 5 t rillion
paid in 2006, the same as in 2005. With an eye to the investm en t
needs of the business to support continued growth, we remain
committed to a high dividend payout policy for the f or eseeable
future.

2006 was a year of change at Board level, with the retirement o f
our Chief Financial Officer and Vice Chairman Mr. Desmond
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Gerard Dempsey and our Corporate Relations Director Mr.
Muhammad
Saleh. Both had long and distinguished 30-year
careers in Unilever and made a significant contribution to the
development and success of Unilever Indonesia. On behalf of th e
company we would like to express our heartfelt t hanks t o t hem
and our best wishes for a long and happy retirement.
As always, we thank our suppliers, distributors, customers,
consumers and stakeholders for their contributions and support in
2006. We move into 2007 excited by the opportunities in our local
markets and for Indonesia generally.

For and on behalf of the Board of Directors

rd 2007

Jakarta, March 23

Maurits Daniel Rudolf Lalisang
President Director

Hygiene
2006 was a great year for our Hygiene business as we
recorded strong growth and grew market share in almost all
categories despite fierce competition. T he key to this success
lies in the strength of brands such as Rinso, Surf, Pepsodent,
Close Up and Sunlight.
Our laundry business had an excellent year, with Rinso and
Surf in particular performing well. Rinso’s goal is to provide
effective cleaning, a simpler laundry process and the best
clothing experience. T his enables people to unleash their
potential by having the freedom to get dirty, and this simp le
message was encapsulated in our highly successful “Dirt is
Good” campaign.

and Pepsodent Whitening particularly successful. T he strength
of Pepsodent is based on its mission to improve the oral health
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T he growth of our oral care business in 2006 was underpinn ed

of Indonesians and in this context the brand has worked very

by a series of strong innovations, with Pepsodent Sensitive

closely with the Indonesian Government’s Health

initiated a night brushing campaign designed to encourage
Indonesians to brush their teeth before going to bed at night.
For Close Up the key event during the year was the launch of th e
highly innovative “core in sheath” variant, which is specif ically
designed to give the consumer both fresh breath and healthy teeth.
Close Up also conducted a series of activities in conjunction with Drugs
P revention Foundation, MTV and P rambors radio with the aim of
mobilising Indonesian youth to see, feel, hear and take action to help
spread information to prevent HIV/AIDS through the campaign “ Brani
Ngomong Brani Buktiin” – “ Dare to Speak Dare to P rove”. These
activities were a great success, with over 1.2 million Indonesians wearing
the special Close Up Dare to Speak Dare to P rove tags.

Our household care category performed well, led by our Sunligh t
and Domestos Nomos brands. Sunlight’s ”Agent 1,000” activation,
and Education departments, as well as the local Dentist

which empowered housewives to discover within them the power

Association PDGI, for many years. During 2006 we continued

that can move people to do better things, was very successful with

to develop our schools programme, which since inception h as

more than 20,000 housewives taking up the challenge to be a

reached 3.2 million Indonesian children under 12 years old.
T his programme promotes proper and early habits of brush in g
teeth to prevent dental problems, especially cavities.
A recent Habit & Attitude survey indicated that only about
34% of Indonesian people brush their teeth before going to
bed, even though clinical research has found that oral bacter ia
counts multiply twice as fast at night than any other time in
the day. As a result of these studies, Pepsodent has

Sunlight agent.
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Personal

Care

T he strength of our Personal Care business is built on the
strength of such well known brands as Lifebuoy, Pond’s,
Citra, Sunsilk, Dove, Clear and Lux which form the core of
our portfolio.
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During 2006, all our Personal Care brands performed well an d
as a consequence we were able to record further market share
gains across all categories despite often tough and highly
competitive market conditions.
In skin cleansing category the key event in 2006 was the
relaunch of Lifebuoy, which was well received by our
consumers. T hroughout its long history, Lifebuoy strived to
help Indonesians feel more secure by helping them to improve
their health through better hygiene. T he brand’s core promise
of better protection was at the heart of the highly successful
“berbagi sehat” campaign which covered a whole range of
health education and hygiene improvement programmes.
During 2006, Lifebuoy was voted the most socially
responsible brand in Indonesia in the
Citizen Brand Awards.
Our hair care portfolio of Sunsilk, Clear, Dove and
Lifebuoy again made excellent progress in a highly
competitive market. Being a brand that
understands women, Sunsilk benefited from the
“circle of beauty” campaign designed to empower
young Indonesian women to progress positively in
life and to be acknowledged by
society for their contribution.

During 2006 we conducted a series of activities that
celebrated a girl’s uniqueness and at the same time promoted
girl to girl support. A road show was conducted in six large
cities to collect signatures from girls at high schools as a
symbol of solidarity to those girls in Indonesia who do not yet
have the opportunity for education. Rp. 1,000 was donated fo r
every signature collected and the proceeds were donated to the
Melati Foundation to conduct a series of skills training
programmes for girls in rural areas.
In skin care category, all our brands performed well, with both
Pond’s and Citra launching a range of innovations that were
well accepted by Indonesian consumers. Citra’s mission is to
help Indonesian women balance their mind and body. Citra
realises that Indonesian women have multiple roles to perform
in their life and that by having a balanced mind and body
women can perform their various roles better, leading to a
more harmonious relationship with their community. T o
support this mission, Citra launched Rumah Cantik Citra,
which is a semi permanent spa house that enables visitors to
experience all of the Citra products that help manage and
beautify the body and the soul.
Our deodorants category again grew faster than the market,
with Rexona performing particularly well, supported by an
activation programme that helps Indonesian consumers better
understand how using deodorants gives them the confidence

13 to live their lives to the full.

Foods

2006 was a year of strong growth for our Foods business,
which we aim to establish as the strong third pillar of the
business alongside Hygiene and Personal Care.
Unilever’s global mission is to add vitality to life, to meet t h e
everyday needs for nutrition, hygiene and personal care with
brands that help people feel good, look good and get more o ut
of life. In pursuit of this mission we believe that we must build
total brand value, addressing the social, environmental and
economic agenda that surrounds us. We also believe that
businesses, and therefore brands, can be a force for positive
social change.
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Indonesians face many challenges every day, such as
providing nutrition for the family, education for children,
achieving an adequate standard of living, access to clean water
and clean air, and being free from disease and illness. For each
of our food brands we have developed a statement of our
social mission. It is this social mission - what the brand stan ds
for and how it behaves - which gives meaning to the brand
beyond the physical, mental and even emotional elements of
the brand.
T he social missions of our food brands are as follows :
Empowering Indonesian women and helping
them to take care of the nutritional needs of th eir
families.
Preserving the culinary heritage of the
Archipelago and to enhance the livelihood of t h e
Indonesian black soy bean farmers.
Helping Mum with the mental and physical
development of her children – unlocking their
potential.
T ruly understanding Indonesians – their values,
their roots, their pride, their motivations. T he
string that connects.
Taro Boy is the hero of kids with his adventurous
attitude to life, encouraging kids to mimic his
spirit, his love of fun and the way he knows wh at
is the cool right way to do things.

In growing superior brands we bring these brand missions to life. T his gives us truly
differentiated positions versus our competitors and builds consumer loyalty so that our brands
are sought out and loved by Indonesians not just for their delicious tastes and quality but f o r t h e
roles our brands play in Indonesian communities.
Kecap Bango illustrates how we activate these brand missions in our marketing campaigns:
Bango Cita Rasa Nusantara showcases the culinary delights of Indonesia in a weekly television
programme. Our Bango Festival Jajanan is held in major cities and gives Indonesian families t h e
opportunity to taste the best local dishes, provided by the region’s iconic food hawkers, in one
location. During 2006 over 100,000 Indonesians enjoyed this experience.
In addition, our commitment to develop the local black soy bean farming industry has resulted in
an ongoing partnership between Unilever Indonesia and the Gadjah Mada University in
Yogyakarta. T his partnership is committed to working directly with farmers to guarantee a
market for the black soy bean crop, providing technical assistance and giving access to financing.

With such a strong and active social mission it is not surprising that Bango has become such
a successful part of the Unilever Indonesia’s brand portfolio.
T he future is bright for our food brands in 2007 and beyond. We will continue to work hard to
excite and delight Indonesians so that we contribute to their growth and prosperity and that of
our business.
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Ice

Cream

2006 was a year in which our Ice Cream business grew at a

T he growth of Ice Cream is a result of the synergies between

strong double-digit rate for a third consecutive year. T his

strong innovations supported by integrated 360 degree

growth was accompanied with a solid bottom line delivery,

activations, continuous improvement in the supply chain and a

making Ice Cream a significant profit contributor for Unilever

drive to expand availability and put our products closer t o o ur

Indonesia.

consumers.

Wall’s through the powerful brands like Paddle Pop, Conello,

One of the key highlights of 2006 was the strong growth of

and Moo has sustained true leadership in the market as

Paddle Pop, which reached its highest growth in the last

reflected in the strong market shares of these brands.
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Ice cream is generally an impulse purchase, therefore
availability, visibility and activations are vital. We were able
to accelerate the growth of Wall’s through strong efforts to get
the ice cream closer to its consumers with increased
availability through cabinet investment.

We continued to maintain our connection with the community
in 2006 with the Ice Cream team renovating a school dur in g a
community visit. We also continued to open our ice cream
factory facilities to many school kids in order to show them
how ice cream is manufactured.

three years driven by the launch of two new innovations. On e
of these innovations, Magilika, has been chosen for regional
roll-out in countries like T hailand, Singapore, Malaysia and
Pakistan. Indonesia has a strong Paddle Pop brand, and the
success of Magilika further strengthened this position.

Another highlight of 2006 was the relaunch of Conello, a
brand that has grown strongly since its first marketing
campaign back in 2003. T he relaunched Conello, with
youthful communication and activation, positioned the br an d
with a deeper relevance in teenage consumers’ lives.

Moo, an innovation first launched in 2005, was selected by the
Unilever global team as a mix that represents the Group’s
Vitality mission. T he concept of a healthy snack that gives
kids calcium is a proof of how Indonesia’s innovation
capability can set the global direction.

Our in-home section also made a significant growth
contribution in 2006 with right innovations at the righ t t ime,
in particular during the Ramadhan period. Supported by
Ramadhan-themed communication that encourages kids to
care about their less-fortunate friends, in-home created the
right atmosphere for the occasion.
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Supply
Chain

T o grow superior brands Supply Chain must ensure that our
products are consistently planned, manufactured and deliver ed
to customers on time at the right quantity and quality. St r o n g,
fast growing brands require good innovation and product
development. T his means dynamic changes in product
formulations, packaging designs and the frequent introductio n
of new products. T o meet this challenge we focus our Supply
Chain activities in the following key areas: innovation roll out,
capacity

creation,

cost

competitiveness

and

quality,

environmental responsibility, corporate social responsibility
and people capability.
Innovation roll-out requires early involvement with our
marketing, development and customer care teams to
prepare factory equipment and production processes with
fast and right first time delivery of product innovations.
T he structured forum of S&OP (Sales & Operation
Planning) is a key tool to ensure smooth execution of
product launch and re-launch events. S&OP also helps us
to reduce stock write-offs and reduce levels of business
waste from inefficient
planning and operations.
It is essential that additional manufacturing capacity is
brought on stream at the right time to support the fast growth
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of our business. In 2006 we continued to make improvements
in operational equipment efficiency
and made significant capital investments in several categories,
including NSD Powder, Skin Care, T oothpaste, Home Care
Liquid, Shampoo, Ice Cream, T ea and Soy Sauce. We also
invested in new logistic warehouse infrastructure that enables
us to deliver our targeted levels of customer service, which we
now monitor through the more stringent measure of CCFOT
(Customer Case Fill On T ime).

Cost competitiveness remains an important part of our
strategic agenda and the whole extended supply chain, from
our suppliers through production to logistics. T he team has
worked hard to sustain our competitiveness in manufacturing
costs. T his is achieved through the development of new or
alternative raw materials and packaging materials, leveraging
our global scale in buying, closer collaboration with our
supplier business partners, and applying new technology to
improve productivity, reduce waste and promote energy
conservation in our factories.
Our achievements in sustained cost competitiveness were
made without compromising on quality, enhancing the
consumer value proposition by, for example, upgrading
product benefits or improving packaging.
As part of our environmental responsibility we have improved
factory performance by implementing a water conservation
programme in our Rungkut factory. Effluent water is treated,
fully recycled and then used for utilities such as boiler feed
water, chilling units and cooling towers. A similar programme
is now underway at our Cikarang production site.
We recognise that we are integral part of the communities that
surround our factories and material suppliers, and we
carry a responsibility for being a responsible and valuable

19 member of those communities. Various programmes of care

for the areas surrounding our Rungkut and Cikarang factories
were implemented.
We believe that the growth of superior brands can only be delivered by having superior people and throughout 2006 we continue d t o
invest in our people with professional training, international assignments, and skills development as part of thei r personal growth
journey.

Customer

Care
Customer Care committed in 2006 to raise the bar on
performance and service, with an emphasis on effective and
efficient execution in the marketplace for all of our
activations, promotions and merchandising. T he essence of
this thrust is captured in our programme “Win with
Customers”. T his consists of several elements including
Strategic Investing for Growth, Building Brands through
Customers, Customer Service Excellence and Win at Point of
Purchase. Each element addresses specific issues aimed at
building superior brands for our company.

“Strategic Investing for Growth” tries to identify and invest
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more of our resources with customers who are willing to share
their long term vision, to jointly build resources and to
develop business partnerships for the long term. An example
is the relationship between Unilever Indonesia and its many
distributors to serve the traditional market segment. Our
partnerships with the leading modern trade operators in
Indonesia began in the early 90’s and have become stronger
year on year.
In “Building Brands through Customers”, we work together
with customers to go beyond simply promoting brands to
generate extra sales but seek to strengthen the brands and their
image in store with our customer’s shoppers. In -store
activation is focused on bringing consumers and shoppers
closer to our brands, encouraging them to try our brands if
they have not before or building the brand loyalty of existing
consumers.

During

2006

we

conducted many

brand

activations and corporate social responsibility programmes in
our customer’s stores and in conjunction with our customers.

T he Pond’s Beauty Counter which have been set up in some
hypermarket stores is an example of in-store activation. We
improve brand image through strong visibility. Our consumers
are able to experience the products at point of purchase and
get a better understanding of the products from experts. In store activation is also conducted in cosmetic stores in the
general trade channel. Our beauty advisers are available in th e
store to help consumers and shoppers to understand the
product benefits as well as to choose the right product for
them. 63% of the Indonesian population live in rural ar eas o f
which 22% in remote areas in the Outer Islands. Unilever
Indonesia has initiated projects to reach our consumers in
these remote areas, for example a pilot in Sumatra with the
objective of coverage extension, improved merchandising an d
activation. T he pilot results were promising and we will
extend the programme to other islands in 2007.
“ Customer Service Excellence” and “Win at Point of
Purchase”

making significant

we strengthened our Customer Care resources in terms of

improvements in the way we serve our customers and

are

directed firstly

at

secondly on ensuring that our products are always present in

number of people, their skills and capabilities. T he
progress is very promising. Almost all of our brands lead

the right volume and quality of presentation at the shopper’s

their categories and have gained share in both the

point of purchase. By ensuring high service levels in the m o st

traditional and modern trade channels. T he journey of
winning with customers continues in 2007.

effective and efficient way and continuously improving the
way we present our products on shelf we believe we will not
only attract more shoppers but also give better information
and a better brand experience to our consumers. Our
promotional activities not only offer better value for our
consumers but are also aimed at improving category sales and
profit for our customers, without disrupting the market
through price instability or inventory speculation.
T he key to our success in 2006 has been the contribution of
our sales force, promotion teams, merchandisers and
distributors. It is the partnerships that these teams build with
our customers that ultimately deliver superior brands to
consumers and the community at large. During the year
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